
Dear Dogdancer of DDI 

At the turn of the year, I reviewed the old year and considered what the new one might look like. 

Looking back, I quickly realized that in 2019 I will no longer expose myself to the psychological terror 

of dilettantes, hate-driven psychopaths, and ignorant people. I will just not get upset anymore. 

Not about the retired corporal, who resigned as a chairman of the board and then –being bored- 

trying to torpedo the work of the current board. The former chairman of the board ignored decisions 

of the Member’s meeting, interpreted the statutes at will and distributed templates for protests on 

Facebook. 

Not about the Judges’ Commissioner, who introduces judges examinations arbitrarily, who is 

responsible, that no judicial training took place, because she herself was "too busy" and does not 

pass on or delegate tasks. For months, she did not respond to emails, but now she has all the time in 

the world to post on social media furiously. Someone, who sees for years one ´s hopes dashed in the 

club, for reasons of incompetence or pure laziness? 

Not about the board member who is elected as secretary, but suddenly feels destined for greater 

things and blares out internals from meetings to the world, but cannot fulfil her office because she 

doesn’t have time, but publishes pages of pamphlets on social media. Someone whose 

understanding of democracy does not allow the acceptance of majority decisions – because they 

don’t match her own opinion. 

Not about the judge, who for years after each failed tournament polemizes about "incompetent" 

colleagues, who verbally abused a German team member at the OEC in the team zone with "F…  
you", but afterwards raves about the harmony in the team. Someone, who plunges into every foul 

discussion on every single subject with pleasure. Someone, that loudly demands (and receives) an 

official statement of DDI against the World Cup qualifier, but then rages because the qualifier is 

organized elsewhere. 

And certainly not about the judge, who has judged the FCI World Cup in 2017 and now calls for 

boycotting the World Championship qualification.  Who loves dogdance so much that she demands 

to completely prevent the tournament. 

For duds and simpletons who dabble in club and association policy, of which they have no idea, my 

time is too valuable. 

I will free myself from all this by resigning from my position as the first chairman of DDI with 

immediate effect and resigning from being a member of Dogdance International e.V.. 

During my office, I worked for Dogdance: 

The dog sport floor of Animonda secures the health of our dogs in tournaments and I made it 

possible for all Dogdance tournaments by my employment at the FCI WM 2017. 

The sponsoring of Animonda is finally international, 32 tournaments will be fully supported for the 

first time, instead of a handful of tournaments at fairs. 



The forum is ready as a platform for members, boards, judges and working groups. Online voting is 

finally possible and preparations for a livestream at the Members’ meeting are met. 

I brought the World Cup 2019 to Germany and for 2021 the OEC. This is how Dogdance continues to 

become known, and we get a great platform for our sport. This became clear to me in 2014, when 

the OEC in Stuttgart became a highly acclaimed event by the work and effort of me and my team. 

 

Since many years it is a great pleasure for me to help dogdancers with well-organized tournaments 

and seminars. For people who dance with heart, mind and enthusiasm with the dog. For us 

Dogdancers I continue to work with the aim to prepare our beloved hobby in a way that we can 

dance with our dogs untroubled. 

Life is too short for detours if you have one goal in mind. My love belongs to Dogdance! The idea of a 

cosmopolitan sport that connects Dogdancers across all borders will be pursued and supported with 

all my might. I am looking forward to continue to welcome dogdancers from Germany and around 

the world at my tournaments, to exchange ideas creatively and also to open up more and more 

people to Dogdance. 

I will continue to dance, teach and promote Dogdance wherever I can. 

 

Carmen Schmid 


